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Message from the Guest Editor

This Special Issue aims to bring together diverse research
on this topic from different Buddhist cultures and historical
periods and invites empirical and theoretical studies to
assemble a collection of multidisciplinary papers. Potential
topics might include: biographies of seminal Buddhist
wizards; translations of spell books; lived religious
experiences related to healing and magic; uses of yantra;
roles of women as Buddhist wizards; discussions of visual
and material culture; theoretical discussions of the
usefulness (or lack thereof) of such concepts as “magic”,
“wizards”, etc.

To be considered for publication in this Special Issue,
please email the guest editor, Tom Patton, at
tpatton@cityu.edu.hk <mailto:tpatton@cityu.edu.hk> with
the abstract of your article.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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